Cancer mortality in rubber tire workers in Poland.
The study aimed at assessing cancer risk in a cohort of workers employed in the rubber tire production. The cohort consisted of 17,747 workers (11,660 men and 6087 women) employed in a rubber tire plant for at least three months during the years 1950-1995. The cohort follow-up was completed on December 31, 1995. Deaths by causes were analyzed using standardized mortality ratio (SMR) calculated by the person-years method. The mortality pattern of the general population of Poland was used as the reference. The study indicated significantly lower total mortality in the cohort (men: SMR = 72; women: SMR = 62) as compared to the general population, which is an example of a well known "healthy worker effect". The number of deaths from malignant neoplasms was also lower than expected (men: SMR = 67; women: SMR = 64). Only in a very small sub-cohort of men involved in dosing and mixing of raw material for the production of rubber, an excess of total mortality (SMR = 104) and from all cancers (SMR = 115) was found. Mortality from all neoplasms was enhanced (SMR = 108) in the sub-cohort of women employed in the technical service work area. When analyzing individual cancer sites in men of the whole cohort or sub-cohorts, the observed number of deaths from cancers of the lip, tongue, pharynx, stomach, gallbladder, pancreas, peritoneum, articular cartilage, connective tissue, skin, testis, prostate, bladder, kidney, brain, as well as from Hodgkin's disease, multiple myeloma and leukemia was larger than the expected number. Among women the excess mortality was due to cancers of the large myeloma and leukemia. The SMR calculated for these sites were statistically insignificant. The cohort under study was "young" and thus relatively small numbers of deaths were recorded. The excess mortality, based quite frequently on single cases of selected cancer sites, cannot be regarded as a basis for final conclusions. Nevertheless, the fact that these observations are in agreement with the findings of other authors who carried out studies in the rubber industry of other countries justifies the need to follow-up this cohort in the future.